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growing forward
By Brandon Kane, General Manager

Happy Spring, fellow
cooperators! It’s going to be a
challenge to cover all the exciting
news that has developed since
our fall 2018 mailing, but I’ll
do my best. Let’s start with a
review of 2018. Our cooperative
grossed about $22.6 million in
2018, including revenue from
three stores and our events and
catering business. This represents
2.2% net growth in sales over 2017. This is consistent with
our performance for the past few years. The West End, which
contributes over 75% of our sales, has reached its limits
of growth, constrained by the serious limitations of space
and service at its present location. Our DeWitt location
contributed $2.8 million, while Collegetown broke the $2
million mark in its second full year of operation. Our events
venue brought in an additional $175,000 in sales.
We will not have final 2018 financial statements until our
annual audit is completed in the spring, but I’m pleased to
inform you that despite lower-than-expected sales growth
and considerable upfront investments in our expansion, we
managed to have a break-even year. If we report a profit, I
don’t expect it to be sizeable enough to distribute as a refund
to members, but Council will confirm this as part of their
annual review of our audited financial statements.
I often write about the razor-thin margins of operating a co-op,
and our 2018 performance is a perfect case in point. While
$22.6 million is certainly a large amount of revenue, it is less
than our budgeted projections approved back in 2017 when
we had hoped to see about 5% growth in sales. Interestingly
enough, we are averaging 5% growth as of seven weeks into

2019. So, as we close the books on 2018, we saw a significant
deficit in our sales. However, our amazing staff mitigated this
loss through careful cost control. I’m proud to say we didn’t
accomplish this at the expense of employees — our hourly
wage increased an average of 4.5% in 2018 in order to keep
pace with our Living Wage calculation.
I am able to report on some impressive metrics regarding
GreenStar’s operations in 2018. Our membership grew by 13%
and surpassed 13,000. We exceeded $6 million in sales of local
products in 2018. What a contribution to our local economy!
I get so inspired knowing that this figure will continue to build
each year as our co-op grows. Our food access program,
FLOWER, gave over $85,000 back to its participants. We
continue to focus on strengthening our cooperative through
diversity and inclusion initiatives. Our Board President,
Patrice Lockert Anthony, led our first Staff of Color Retreat,
which helped bring attention to the fact that 22% of our staff
members identify as persons of color. While our efforts for
inclusion will not rest, it is refreshing to note the significant
positive changes that have occurred over the past few years as
a result of our commitment.
Even as we work hard each day to serve our community in our
present stores, many of us are also focused on delivering our
new store at 770 Cascadilla Street on time and on budget.
Construction on our relocation started in early 2019 and is
anticipated to be nearing completion by the end of the year,
after which our team needs a few months to ready the store for
its opening to the public. As of now, we’re on track to open for
business at the new location as of very early spring 2020!
We are currently in the midst of designing the store’s interior,
and from what I’ve seen thus far, I’m certain it will not
disappoint. We hope the draft renderings that you’ve seen in
continued on p. 2

have been leading. We’re making GreenStar a place of safety
and welcome for all, in word and deed. This is according to value
and principle, but it’s time we do more than say and read the
words. Our Council has, since I’ve been President, engaged
in training and development around diverse and inclusive
policies and practices. We’ve been invited by other co-ops
and cooperative organizations (both regional and national) to
present our work, developments, and successes. We’ve worked
with Cornell University in two capacities (in their cooperative
course taught by Professor Todd Schmit and with the Cornell
International Business Association). Our co-op is more inclusive
than ever before and, though there are tensions, I prefer tension
to a “negative peace” — as Martin Luther King, Jr. said, “True
peace is not merely the absence of tension, but the presence
of justice.” I welcome our march toward peace, access, safety,
welcome, and justice.

PRESIDENT’s Report
By Patrice Lockert Anthony, Board President
Leadership Equity, and Anti-Bias
Work At GreenStar
I was raised by a mom who believed
in healthy nutritious food for
family and community. She also
made sure that my siblings and I
knew and understood the history
of our people here in America, and
how our relation to food (and other
things) had been substantively
altered from our African roots to our American presence. I
don’t have the word space to get into all of it, so let’s leave it
with the truth of slaves being fed a mere subsistence diet with
foods that often were the leftovers of butchering and gardening,
along with what they managed to grow for themselves.

In cooperation!

General Manager Report continued from p. 1

Most of our country’s ills (political, economic, access) come
down to race, class, and gender differences. In all of these areas,
our food intake is affected by history, economic access, political
access, and education. Cooperatives are exactly the right kind
of organization to look at and advocate for ridding ourselves of
these costly, and often deadly, -isms. It is crucial that we take
on a sincere and in-depth examination of ways in which we (at
co-ops) play a role in their persistence. I exhort us to find ways
to challenge the hows and whys of our decision-making and our
“feelings” about people and situations about whom and which
we have little knowledge, yet about whom and which we feel
safe in having opinions and making judgments.

the stores, on the website, and in our newsletter will help boost
excitement for the project. Funding for GreenStar’s portion of
the project is not yet complete but on schedule.
Probably the most critical support we need from our GreenStar
members residing in New York State is investment in our
Capital Campaign. We’re just over one-third of the way to our
minimum campaign goal of $1.5 million with a current pool of
member investments totaling over $545,000, representing an
average investment per owner of $10,300. If you’d like to know
more about how you can Cultivate Your Co-op by investing in
GreenStar’s move and ongoing impact, please contact our Capital
Campaign Coordinators, Heidi Adami and Laura Buttenbaum at
capital@greenstar.coop or (607) 220-7887.

In doing this necessary work, it is vital that leadership practice
what it preaches. I’m stepping down from both the presidency
and Council itself to follow a full-time path of teaching and
training in the areas of leadership equity and the tools and
applications of anti-bias. It is important to make room at the
table for new leadership and new voices. No organization should
be dependent on the same voices, faces, personalities on their
board. That stratagem, these days, is rarely successful as it
often invites sloth of thought and practice. And no leader,
who understands leadership, should need or want to be at the
top forever. It discourages growth in others who might have
tremendous potential for leading our organization in wonderful
and hopeful directions.

For members who are not in a position to invest at this time, look
for other options by which you can contribute to the financing of
our expansion. Signing up to switch to community solar through
our Growing Solar campaign will get you average annual savings
of 10% off your electric bill, while the solar provider will pay
GreenStar a fee for every person who enrolls. You'll also receive
a $50. GreenStar gift card. The act of going solar for your
electricity also provides funding for GreenStar’s expansion — a
win/win situation if there ever was one.
I’ve only begun to scratch the surface of all that’s going on with
our co-op but I’m out of space. I hope to see you in our stores or
at our annual meeting in April!

This is the work of culture shift that both the Board and staff
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by doing its part. Staff has responded in a way that is building value
for our collective future as an institution, and building more security
and advancement opportunity into their own jobs as they do so.
We obtained a valuable tax abatement in partnership with our
developers in 2018, and also laid the groundwork for support from
the Ithaca Urban Renewal Agency (IURA). We did a large portion
of the design work needed to move from conceptual plans toward
the official working drawings for the store that are expected to be
complete in late winter, 2019. And, the Council Finance Committee
worked with our Finance Manager, Erik Amos, and General
Manager, Brandon Kane, to make and check the necessary financial
proforma models to ensure that our Growing Forward plans are
fiscally responsible and bankable. That work continues — we are still
like a train in a tunnel — but we see a big shining light at very near
distance now.

Treasurer’s Report
By Krys Cail, Board Treasurer
Sales Flatten Out, But, Our Staff
and Membership Save The Day
Our year-end financial figures for
2018 are now being checked carefully
and audited internally. In the month
of March, our external auditors will
conduct our annual audit and prepare
our audited financial statements.
Until those are finished, it is not
possible to report the precise income
or loss made by our cooperative in the past year. It is, however,
possible to see the general outlines.

It has been a challenge during this time to have to keep a lot of
the details about our plans confidential. This is not out of a lack of
transparency, but, rather, with the practical understanding that
we are a cooperative organization set within a highly competitive
capitalist market. Our competitors (and potential contractors, who
need to submit bids) are eager to know details of our plans, so that
they can take advantage in forming their own strategic plans to
take market share from us, or charge us the highest possible price
for their work. Very soon now, our bidding processes and financing
packages will be set and closed, and we will be able to share more
of the details of our Growing Forward financials. Stay tuned, and
accept our thanks for the patience you have shown and the faith you
have in the Co-op leadership. Join me in taking a moment to honor
and recognize our staff and active volunteers for their productivity,
capacity to multi-task under stressful conditions, and conscientious
efforts, often going the extra mile to make our dreams for a larger,
more efficient, more sustainable store take shape. Together, we are
bringing this storied food co-op to the next level.

2018 will be, from a strictly financial perspective, a basically breakeven year. There may be a small surplus, but it probably won’t be
enough to declare a patronage dividend this year. However, to leave
it at that is an oversimplification. Tremendous tactical gains have
been made this year to prepare us to have very large sales increases
in the near future, even though sales growth was less than hoped
for this past year. Those gains are the results of stellar work by both
individuals and groups within GreenStar. 2018 was, in real estate/
business lingo, our “predevelopment year” for our West End store
expansion. Over the course of that year, we began to see the outer
limits of our capacity to continue to grow sales in our West End
store, and we missed our sales projections for the year. However,
through cost containment and added efficiencies, plus a very
healthy dose of grit, we proved we could be about $900,000 low
on sales targets, and yet still stay right in break-even territory —
PLUS accomplish all those behind-the-scenes tasks (from internal
departmental reorganization to lease negotiations) that are needed
to Grow Forward.
Expansions of the size and scope of our Growing Forward
campaign are complex to develop. Once the parameters are set
and financial projections completed, they are quite bankable. But,
getting to that point can only be accomplished by having existing
staff — while simultaneously doing their ordinary jobs to keep
GreenStar humming — extend themselves to also cover the early
stage planning. Of course, in co-ops we are stronger together,
so, member-worker and super-worker volunteers also pitched in.
Those with special skills from accounting to law to architecture to
project development helped, and we were able to contract with
external professionals to assist, as well. Open Book Management
allowed staff to set goals together as departmental teams, and better
understand how each department helps us reach our financial goals

your Co-op

Invest in Our Vision!
more info at-

capital@greenstar.coop
or call 607-220-7887
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2019 BOard of Directors
Candidate Statements
executive committee which functioned as a council, elected by
the membership. I served as president for one year.

Marilyn Chase
mchase@greenstar.coop
incumbent

GreenStar and the GreenStar community embody so many of
my values. I am most passionate about social justice, protecting
the environment, cooperative relationships with like minded
local businesses and fresh, organic, local foods.

Describe your experience with
this cooperative, and cooperatives
generally. What makes you
passionate about the Co-op and/or
its mission?

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.

Soon after I moved to Ithaca 20 years ago, a friend introduced
me to GreenStar. I immediately became a member and a regular
shopper. Last spring I decided to become actively involved. I am
an appointed Council Member and serve on two committees:
Bylaws & Policy Review and Diversity & Inclusion.

I have a diverse work history inclusive of retail management,
healthcare delivery and public service. My seventeen years in a
family retail business provided me insight into the daily challenges
of business management. My sixteen years in healthcare exposed
me to the social, health, and economic issues that people are
faced with daily. Two of those years, I was the Protocol Nurse
for The South Jersey Regional Cancer Center. One of my
many responsibilities was to execute all logistical, secretarial,
and compliance functions of their Institutional Review Board.
My public service employment was five years with the Tompkins
County Office for the Aging, a highly cooperative environment
providing education and services. In every one of my professional
experiences teamwork was key to improved efficiency.

My first experience with cooperative organizations was as a
member of a small, parent-run preschool. It was governed by an

NOTE: Board members are expected to attend monthly
Board meetings regularly, and to serve on at least one
standing committee, which also meets monthly. They can
volunteer for a second committee or for a non-standing
(or “ad hoc”) committee (for which attendance records
are not available). Standing committee chairs are part
of the Executive Planning Committee, whose monthly
meetings they are expected to attend. For candidates
who have not been on the Board but have served on a
GreenStar committee in the past 3 years, attendance
records for that committee are included.

I see the Council as a team. Many individuals with varied
experience, perspectives, and ideas coming together to support
the goals of the membership, and ensure the success of our
store. I enjoy the team process, am patient and a good listener.
I believe my role as a Council Member is to work cooperatively
while governing responsibly.

All candidates have affirmed that they can meet all
requirements for GreenStar’s operational licenses.

To receive future member mailings, and vote in upcoming elections go to:
www.greenstar.coop/updatecontactinfo/
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What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?

in general) are integral to a healthy local economy and
community. I am excited for this important time of expansion
and transition for GreenStar and hope to join the board to
help our co-op succeed.

As a GreenStar member and patron, I am very excited
about our upcoming expansion. We will have greater product
selection, a larger cafe, and more easily navigated aisles. My
vision for the future of GreenStar is increased cooperative
relationships with local producers, and expanded efforts at
carbon reduction and use of alternative energies. I would also
like to see increased member engagement, through feedback,
committee membership, and the Owner Volunteer Program.

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.
I worked as the board administrator at GreenStar for three
years, finishing in that position last summer. Thus, I am
intricately familiar with the co-op's operations structure
and needs, general history and governance methods, as
well as ways particular systems can be improved in order
for the organization to have a successful transition to its
new flagship location next year. As a local farmer, I hope
that my familiarity with food systems can be an asset. My
knowledge as a small business owner, I think, will lend a useful
perspective to board discussions and decisions.

What do you believe has been your most important
contribution to Council during your tenure?
While I’ve only been on Council for a few months, I’ve served
on the Bylaws & Policy Review Committee since June. This
committee work has helped me become familiar with our
bylaws and policies, has given me insight into how GreenStar
is governed, and allowed me to work cooperatively with other
involved members.

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?

Marilyn Chase

GreenStar is a pillar of Ithaca but its reach is too narrow
and it is often perceived as an elitist establishment. This
is common for food co-ops. As GreenStar transitions to a
new location with improved staff structures, I would like to
see it serve more diverse communities, find ways to offer
its shoppers more affordable food, and generally be more
celebrated by the larger community. At the board level, I
would like to help Council improve its ability to oversee these
processes while not overreaching into operational duties.

Board Service: Jan. 2019 - present

Attendance Record:

Council meetings
2019: 1 of 1
Bylaws & Policy Review 2019: 2 of 2

			

2018: 7 of 8
2019: 2 of 2
				
Diversity & Inclusion

What is your motivation for running for Council?

Kara Cusolito
karacusolito@gmail.com

I am passionate about food co-ops, and I think that the
current political climate proves just how important they are
and how powerful they can be. We vote with our dollars,
and when we shop at a locally owned store, more of our
money stays in the community. With a food co-op, which
is democratically controlled by its member-owners, the
impact is even greater. This is a pivotal time for GreenStar
and I would like to join the board to help it succeed in the big
changes ahead.

Describe your experience
with this cooperative, and
cooperatives generally. What
makes you passionate about the
Co-op and/or its mission?
As a member-owner, former staff member, small farm
owner, and vendor to GreenStar, I see the co-op from diverse
perspectives. I believe that food co-ops (and cooperatives
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more daunting than recovering from the fire that destroyed
our (only) store in 1992. I’m both nervous and excited about
the prospect. Helping to ensure the success of this massive
undertaking will need to be a main focus, for some years
into the future. In any case, though, I hope GreenStar will
continue to present a compelling example/model of what we
used to call “an alternative — to business as usual.” For me,
that means:
• The benefits of democratic, community ownership are
clearly contrasted to the conventional, profit-oriented
approach.
• The Co-op remains a leader in promoting food that’s
healthful and a food system that’s more locally and regionally
based, more environmentally sound, and more equitable.
• GreenStar maintains its multi-faceted commitment
to fair treatment of workers, ecological responsibility
and sustainability, diversity and inclusion, fair treatment
of animals, ongoing education and engaging members in
meaningful and creative ways (including member labor and
community service).
• GreenStar supports and inspires the growth of the coop movement, including in nearby communities, and well
beyond.

Dan Hoffman
dhoffman@greenstar.coop
incumbent

Describe your experience
with this cooperative, and
cooperatives generally. What
makes you passionate about the
Co-op and/or its mission?
I’ve been involved with this co-op
since 1971 (its first year of existence, as the Ithaca Real Food
Co-op), and have served on Council for much of that time,
was an employee for several years, have attended many coop conferences and workshops, have acted as GreenStar’s
unofficial historian, and have served as its President, VP,
and (currently) Secretary. The Co-op and I have grown older
(and maybe wiser) together, and it’s been an immensely
gratifying, inspiring, challenging, sometimes frustrating or
even exasperating, unique, and life-changing experience
— sprinkled with new friends and lovers, worthy allies and
adversaries, and countless memorable characters, dramas and
accomplishments. I can’t really imagine life without the Coop; I seem to be hooked on it.

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.

What do you believe has been your most important
contribution to Council during your tenure?

My half-century in Ithaca (and Danby), involvement in
local government in various roles, and long experience with
GreenStar (and its Council and many committees) all give
me a deep reservoir of knowledge and familiarity with where
our Co-op has been, how we got here, and (I hope) insight
into where we should be headed. My legal training and
25 years of practice in that field are useful when drafting
policies, understanding contracts and official documents,
and analyzing issues. I have a great deal of experience with
organizations, the kinds of issues they face, and how they are
governed, as well as an unusually high tolerance for meetings
— even those that go on for three hours or more.

I believe I’ve helped bring more structure, consistency, and
seriousness to GreenStar’s governance. I try to make sure
the records of our meetings and decisions are accurate
and complete. Among other systems, I initiated and have
helped maintain our “Policy Book” as a record (available to
members) of all our policies and other important documents.
I’m a nag about having proposals written out (ideally in
advance), so everyone can see what we’re voting on. I often
draft or amend proposals, in order to make their intent and
meaning as clear as possible. Additionally, I’ve been heavily
involved with GreenStar Community Projects (the Co-op’s
tax-exempt affiliate), since it was launched in 2007, which
adds an important new layer to the spread of our values.

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?
For many reasons, I believe our planned new, expanded
main store — if it becomes a reality (still not quite definite
as I write this) — will be our biggest challenge to date, even
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Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.

Dan Hoffman

Council Service: 1982-85; 1990-97; 1998 - present

Attendance Record:

I have been on the Membership Committee for a number of
years and one of my super-worker shifts was working on the
computer to input membership information. I have a degree
in computers for doing this kind of work for membership
which helps Council with important stats. I also enjoy working
as a team.

2019: 2 of 2
			
2018: 12 of 12
			
2017: 12 of 12
			
2016: 12 of 12
Executive Planning
2019: 2 of 2
			
2018: 11 of 12
			
2017: 9 of 9		
			
2016: 10 of 11
Bylaws & Policy Review 2019: 2 of 2
			
2018: 12 of 12
			
2017: 12 of 12
			
2016: 5 of 5
Membership Committee 2017: 2 of 2
			
2016: 5 of 5
Governance Committee 2016: 7 of 7
Council meetings

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?
I would like to help GreenStar to continue grow, while
remembering its roots and the unique niche it fills within our
community. As we grow, we run the risk of becoming “just
another grocery store” in the area. I hope we will be much
more than that, or we will may lose our long-term members.
I look forward to helping maintain our unique stature as our
footprint increases.

What do you believe has been your most important
contribution to Council during your tenure?
I have had many, one of which is voting to help the new
store become a reality. I have attended many co-op cafes
which has helped me understand food co-ops and apply
that information to GreenStar. I hope to attend more
informational activities to learn more and help out co-op and
other co-ops at these activities.

Jules Hojnowski
jah@twcny.rr.com
incumbent

Describe your experience
with this cooperative, and
cooperatives generally. What
makes you passionate about the
Co-op and/or its mission?
I have been with GreenStar in
many different positions from customer, to member-owner
to worker, to super-worker to Council Member since 1986.
What makes me passionate is being a part of something bigger
and working as a team for GreenStar and helping other co-ops
when I attend cafes. GreenStar's mission to create a friendly
environment as a community is especially important. I continue
to research and learn and apply what I have learned to help
members and the co-op. I feel that I can participate better
at Council with conversations, decisions, and implementation
after having this experience, and will continue to search out
information. I know I am still learning and growing, but this is a
good thing! It will help Council to grow as well.

Jules Hojnowski		
Board Service: 2017 - present

Attendance Record:

2019: 1 of 2
			
2018: 9 of 12		
			
2017: 1 of 1
Membership Committee 2019: 1 of 2
			2018: 11 of 12
			2017: 8 of 12
		
2016: 9 of 12
Board meetings
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Debbie Meritsky

London McDaniels
mcdmusicus@yahoo.com

debmychef1@gmail.com

incumbent

Describe your experience with
this cooperative, and cooperatives
generally. What makes you
passionate about the Co-op and/or
its mission?

Describe your experience
with this cooperative, and
cooperatives generally. What
makes you passionate about the
Co-op and/or its mission?

I’ve been a member-owner of GreenStar Co-op for the last
11 years. After moving to the Finger Lakes from Cleveland,
Ohio to operate the Black Sheep Inn and Spa for the last
12 years, I knew from the beginning that joining GreenStar
was a high priority to help us achieve the goal of serving,
supporting, and providing fresh, local and sustainable food
to our guests as well as for my husband and myself. Having
been a member of several other co-ops and CSA farms in
the past, we knew that joining GreenStar was a good fit and
would allow for an extended reach to farmers that may be a
little further afield. Being part of the co-op movement helps
us to share, incorporate, and promote the importance of local
food to our guests from all over the world. I look forward to
helping broaden the membership outreach, helping to create a
program to minimize food waste, and assisting with expansion
of the FLOWER program for community outreach.

GreenStar to me is an integral component of our local
community — fostering sustainability and unity through
support of the local micro/macro economy.

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.
I have run several small businesses in the Ithaca, Syracuse,
and Binghamton areas. My specialties are marketing and
diversity. I believe success doesn't have to come at the price
of ethics or sustainability to our local economy.

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?
I envision eliminating gender and racial biases in the workplace
and GreenStar leading by example, while ensuring that
GreenStar's footprint is one of sustainability.

What do you believe has been your most important
contribution to Council during your tenure?

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute
to the work of Council.

I believe I have a unique and inclusive vision that can benefit our
families, their pocketbooks, as well as the community at large.
I'm interested in bringing higher-quality of goods, competitive
pricing, a livable wage, as well as a productive work environment.

Food has always been important to me, I am a French-trained
chef, and I’ve worked in several high-end restaurants in several
states through school and after graduation. I launched the first
“Private Chef” service in Cleveland, which morphed into a
catering business, which I operated for over 18 years. For the
last 13 years, I’ve been running the Black Sheep Inn and Spa
where we’re known regionally for our Farm to Table cuisine
served at breakfast. I have participated on several not-forprofit boards including local tourism boards, which has helped
me to have a better understand of the inner workings of a
variety of organizations. I am excited to help GreenStar realize
its new potential and the many opportunities with the new
expansion. I want to help grow profitability, Customer Service,
and membership.

London McDaniels		
Board Service: 2018 - present

Attendance Record:

2019: 1 of 2
			2018: 3 of 4		
Diversity & Inclusion
2018: 2 of 4
Membership Committee 2019: 0 of 2 		
			
2018: 2 of 3
Fundraising Committee 2019: 1 of 1
			
2018: 2 of 2
Council meetings
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to the work of Council.

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?

My graduate education was in Nonprofit Management.
I’ve worked as a consultant with several organizations on
organizational growth, succession planning, operations
efficiency, and growth strategy. I have experience in
organizing, event management, educational programming,
and technology. I believe my experience gives me a platform
for strong contribution to our growing co-op.

Our co-op, like any other business, is an ever-changing
organism, in that the work happening “today” with the
upcoming expansion will take GreenStar in many new
directions that we cannot imagine. I want to be part of the
new GreenStar and help realize the near and far opportunities
coming our way. To be able to create new methods of serving
the community at large by being at the forefront of upcoming
technology, education, and community outreach. Because the
staff has communicated with the membership, we can continue
to create an ongoing “wish list” that will help us fulfill our
ability to provide services and a wider range of products in a
much more convenient and efficient location.

What’s your vision for the future of our cooperative?
1.

2.

What is your motivation for running for Council?

3.

I’ve been both a member-worker and super-worker for many
of the 11 years I’ve been part of GreenStar and I feel this is a
great time to get involved in the upcoming growth. The board,
staff, and other member-owners have brought us far with a
lot of hard work and long hours, and I’m feeling a need to join
the conversation and be a positive advocate for the co-op and
I look forward to assisting with the continued positive growth
and forward momentum.

More education for all key member groups, across age,
income, and background. Involved members are the key
to success.
Communication is key. GreenStar has a large opportunity
to more broadly engage current and future members.
Programming – Learning more about growth areas
within our community, exploring more partnerships, and
pursuing broad community engagement.

What is your motivation for running for Council?
I have a lot of energy and experience, and I want to contribute
that to local organizations that I believe in. I have new ideas and
can offer commitment. I love GreenStar. I love what it stands for
and that, as a co-op, it acts as an model of a success alternative
business in our local community.

Hope Spithaler

Member-Owner
Meeting Agenda

hopespithaler@yahoo.com

Doors open at 5:30 pm

Describe your experience with
this cooperative, and cooperatives
generally. What makes you
passionate about the Co-op and/
or its mission?

Social Hour and Dinner
Introduction
President Report
Patrice Lockert Anthony

I believe that organizations such as
cooperatives and nonprofits are the future of business. Our
community grows through organizations that focus on the
community as a whole — not profits alone. My background is
in nonprofit management, and the principles and goals of the
co-op align with my passion, beliefs, and related experience.

Operations Overview and Expansion Report
Brandon Kane, General Manager

Please explain how your skills and experience will help
you to be an effective Council Member and contribute

8:30 pm - Doors Close

Treasurer Report
Krys Cail
Council Statements + Q&A
Referendum Discussion
Closing
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Vote on Member Referendum
Referendum Ballot on page 13

QUESTION #1: Shall GreenStar’s Council ensure that:

The process for selecting a “new” logo for the Co-op is fully transparent to member-owners as it unfolds,
The preference of member-owners among at least 3 possible logos is broadly solicited and publicized,
Such possible choices will include the “tree of life” logo the Co-op used for most of its existence before it was
replaced by “the tomato,” and GreenStar’s logo and signage will use the Co-op’s original and legal name: 		
“GreenStar Cooperative Market” ?
		
__YES
___ NO

QUESTION #2: Shall there be a binding member vote on the selection of a long-term
logo for GreenStar?

		

___ YES

___ NO

“PRO” STATEMENT

“CON” STATEMENT

This referendum petition was circulated, because when
we heard last August that GreenStar was considering
a new logo, we didn’t want the same thing to happen
as occurred previously: a complete lack of member
involvement with a new design so many disliked. For most
of GreenStar’s existence, we had the Tree of Life logo (still
above the West End office door). This Tree with roots,
trunk and canopy is considered beautiful, an expression
of GreenStar’s spirit, by numerous members. Suddenly,
we had a digital tomato logo, a changed name and “coop”
cut in two, like an afterthought, which many found
lacked beauty as well. I, Becca, considered advancing
a referendum then to reinstall the Tree, but funds had
already been spent on new signage, printed materials, etc...

It is inspiring and absolutely positive to see GreenStar’s
owners express their commitment to our co-op through
this referendum. However, the terms of this particular
referendum are problematic in that they excessively
restrict the scope by which GreenStar’s staff can
perform the jobs they are hired and trained to do.
There are two groups whose combined efforts make
GreenStar “work:” employees and owners (represented
by the elected Council). Both bodies are essential to
the Co-op, but, just as there are functions where they
overlap, there are areas of operations that should be
clearly delegated to employees — as well as areas of
governance that should firmly rest with our owners and
Council.

What many don’t know is that in 1982, members were
asked to submit logo designs, and an embellished Tree of
Life was selected. No consultants needed to be hired, as
with the tomato(s?), with extra money spent. This logo

Each year, owners elect a board of directors (the
Council) that represents them in the governance of the
Co-op. Through the Council, our owners ensure that the
Co-op is governed by the values and outcomes in our

By Becca Harber
GreenStar Co-op Owner

By Brandon Kane,
General Manager,
GreenStar Food Co-op
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“PRO” STATEMENT

“CON” STATEMENT

served us well during decades of member growth and
financial well-being. How much members miss the Tree
was repeatedly expressed by referendum signers, along
with their dislike of the tomato and
desire for more democracy. All but
three people approached with this
petition signed it (321 signed).

Bylaws. Our owners also directly vote on any changes
to our Bylaws, thus ensuring that GreenStar remains
true to its central mission of providing wholesome and
affordable food and goods. Our owners also have the
ability to draft referenda for membership votes. This
is a powerful tool, but may, on rare occasions, result in
referenda that are not in the best interest of our co-op’s
success. The logo referendum is in this category. The
responsibility of marketing our co-op — including the
creation and design of our logo — should be performed
by the staff members who have been hired and trusted
to do this job.

cont’d

cont’d

Our logo conveys an impression
of our organization. The Tree of
Life has a lot of ancient history,
symbolism and power, whereas, as many
members said, a tomato doesn’t, and isn’t considered a
particularly important or healthful food for many. After a
fire destroyed our store, T-shirts showed the Tree’s roots
and stump with a sprout, saying, “Our Roots Are Strong,”
which they were and are.

Cooperative retail stores like GreenStar need the
expertise and experience of co-op professionals in
order to succeed in today’s relentlessly competitive
marketplace. We rely on the in-depth experience of our
product purchasers, human resources team, finance, and
marketing staff.

(Right before this referendum was submitted, the
logo was changed with a bigger tomato and one
improvement: the word “coop” in GreenStar’s name.)

If passed, this logo referendum would impose a level of
micromanagement on our staff that would hinder their
ability to deliver on the job assigned to them — including
the creation and implementation of our cooperative’s
branding. The branding of GreenStar needs to be
adaptable to the ever-changing marketplace, including
broadening our appeal beyond our current shoppers
to community members who have not yet joined the
Co-op or even shopped at our stores. I urge you to vote
“no” on this referendum, thereby allowing the Co-op’s
hardworking and talented staff the freedom to perform
the jobs they have been hired to do.

If you vote yes on the first part of this referendum, it will
mean that if new logos are considered someday, the Tree
of Life will be one option that we members would offer
feedback on. Voting yes on question two allows members
to vote on which logo will be used. This referendum does
not restrict GreenStar’s marketing department from
choosing the other logo options. Perhaps members
will again be invited to offer logo designs and forego
consultants that must be paid. Please support member
involvement and choice and vote yes.

Ballots accepted
from April 1- April 30
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Follow these instructions carefully to cast valid ballots:

1

MAKE SURE YOU’RE
ELIGIBLE TO VOTE.

Every voter must be a GreenStar owner in good
standing (i.e., your equity payment must be paid
up to date). HINT: Look at your mailing label. If
your member number is followed by “eligible to
vote,” it means you are eligible; if it’s followed by
“need to renew,” it means you need to renew your
membership before April 30, 2019.

2

ENSURE VALID BALLOTS.

Vote for up to 8 Board candidates (including
write-ins), by marking your choices clearly on the
ballot below. Ballots with more than 8 candidates
marked will not be counted. A vote for a write-in
candidate will count only if that candidate officially
declared by March 21. (See info posted at voting
areas or GreenStar website. Ballots are also available
at both stores.)

Place your ballot in a sealed envelope (one
ballot per envelope). On the outside of the envelope,

you must print your name and your member
number and sign your name. (This is to ensure that
no one votes more than once; envelopes will be discarded
before ballots are examined, to protect confidentiality).

LIKE THIS

3

Jane Doe
#111111111

Jane Doe

CAST YOUR VOTE BETWEEN
APRIL 1 AND 30, 2019.

Place completed ballot, sealed in its envelope, in
the ballot box at any of the stores or at the Spring
Member Meeting (on April 25), or mail it (in an
additional, outer envelope) to:
GreenStar Cooperative Market
701 W. Buffalo St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Attn: Election Ballots

Meet the CAndidAtes

ELECTION CALENDAR

Do you have a question you’re hoping
to get answered by this year’s candidates?

Election begins: Monday, April 1

You have options:
Thursday, April 25 at
the Annual Member Meeting
Before the business meeting starts

Member Forum and Meet the Candidates:
Thursday, April 11
Spring Membership Meeting: Thursday, April 25
Last Day of Election: Tuesday, April 30

from 5:30-6pm

Results available: within 5 days after election

and during the candidate Q&A session

Results accepted by outgoing Board: Tuesday,
May 14 (regular monthly Council meeting)

from 7:15-7:55pm
also
Thursday, April 11 at
the Member Forum
in The Classrooms
from 6:30-8:30pm

Ballots accepted
from April 1-April 30

2019 COUNCIL BALLOT

COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Vote for up to a total of 8 candidates (including qualified write-ins).
Board seats open: 5 seats, each for a 3-year term;
3 seats, each for a 1-year term.

Marilyn Chase

Hope Spithaler

incumbent

Kara Cusolito
Dan Hoffman
incumbent

Jules Hojnowski
incumbent

London McDaniels
incumbent

Debbie Meritsky

2 0 1 9 R E F E R E N D U M B A L LOT

Ballots must be received between April 1 and 30.
Ballots not received in envelopes will be ineligible.
QUESTION #1
Shall GreenStar’s Council ensure that:
The process for selecting a “new” logo for the Co-op is fully transparent to member-owners as it unfolds,
The preference of member-owners among at least 3 possible logos is broadly solicited and publicized,
Such possible choices will include the “tree of life” logo the Co-op used for most of its existence before it
was replaced by “the tomato,” and
GreenStar’s logo and signage will use the Co-op’s original and legal name: “GreenStar Cooperative Market”?

YES			

NO

QUESTION #2
Shall there be a binding member vote on the selection of a long-term logo for GreenStar?

YES			

NO

Exciting News:

your Co-op

We’re heading for our first $1 million!

The fall 2018 phase of our Capital Campaign for Expansion and Relocation has put us on the path
to achieving our minimum $1.5 million dollar goal. In just three months’ time
GREENSTAR OWNERS INVESTED OVER HALF-A-MILLION DOLLARS!
Our Spring phase launches this month! We are welcoming volunteers to join the Capital Campaign Team and
help see us to success. We seek cooperators who want to help spread the word about our campaign to their fellow
Co-op owners. Volunteer callers and tablers receive training, as well as GreenStar’s super-worker discount!

Invest in our Vision:
Supporting your community-owned co-op is a truly local, socially responsible investment that ensures
GreenStar delivers on the triple bottom line of People, Planet, and Profit. GreenStar owners currently
residing in the state of New York can learn about making an investment by contacting
Heidi Adami and Laura Buttenbaum at capital@greenstar.coop or 607-220-7887.

Thank you to those who have participated in our Owner Investment Program so far!

Go Solar

A New Benefit for Co+op Owners

Receive a

In partnership with Delaware River Solar, we are offering
community solar as a new benefit for our Co-op owners

Co-op-Owner Benefits

• savings on your electric bill
• local renewable energy
• no panels on your roof or property
• no maintenance required
• available to homeowners and renters
• no sign-up fees or deposits
• no cancellation fees

5000

$

GreenStar Gift Card
upon approval into DRS Solar Program

GreenStar Also Benefits
With every sign-up, we’ll receive a subscription
fee, providing capital for our expansion.

to sign up go to-

www.greenstar.coop/growingsolar

Delaware River Solar, based in Sullivan County, is building
a community solar farm in Dryden.

Join us in growing solar in Ithaca!

GreenStar Annual

MEMBER-OWNER
MEETING
EVERYONE WELCOME!

Dinner, Music, Fun,
Meet the Candidates
Referendum Vote

Thursday, April 25
@ The Space
doors open @ 5:30 pm
kids’ area provided

www.greenstar.coop

PRESORTED STANDARD
US POSTAGE PAID
ITHACA, NY
PERMIT #101

701 West Buffalo Street
Ithaca, New York 14850

Voting Materials Inside
Ballots must be received between April 1 and 30.

ELECTION MATERIALS INSIDE
Ballots must be received
between April 1 and 30, 2019.
Ballots received before April 1 or after April 30

cannot be accepted.

Meet the Candidates
& Member Forum
Thursday, April 11
6:30-8:30
The Classrooms
light snacks served

You’ve received a paper copy of this mailing because you haven’t signed up for an electronic version.
If you’d like to receive future member mailings electronically and vote in upcoming elections online go to:

www.greenstar.coop/updatecontactinfo/

